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there are camping grounds at Grande-Entree and Gros-Cap. Closer to Quebec City are St.
Alexandre (Kamouraska), Montmagny, St. Jean (lie d'Orleans), Stoneham, Villeneuve,
Vincennes (Beaumont) and St. Joseph (Beauce). More or less surrounding Metropolitan
Montreal are Mont-Orford, des Voltigeurs (Drummondville), Cote-Sainte-Catherine, PaulSauve (Oka), Dollard-des-Ormeaux, Pointe-des-Cascades, Coteau-Landing and SainteVeronique.
To meet the need of snowmobilers the government has provided safe and attractive trails
in several parks since 1971: Portneuf, St. Paul-Sauve (Oka), Mont-Tremblant, Joliette,
Mastigouche, Papineau-Labelle parks. Cross-country skiing has become a favourite sport
especially for families and groups of friends. The Parks Branch laid out trails in some parks,
particularly in the Mercier Camp area of Laurentide Park where heated facilities were installed.
Trails are well marked and of various lengths and degrees of difficulty. Mont-Orford, MontTremblant and Paul-Sauve parks also received large numbers of cross-country skiing and
snowshoeing enthusiasts.
Ontario. There are 115 provincial parks available for public use in Ontario and several new
parks are in process of development; 136 other areas, comprising 2,091 sq miles, are held in
reserve for future development. The total area of the Ontario provincial park system is about
16,1^3 sq miles. The parklands are administered by the Parks Division of the Ministry of
Natural Resources. The seven largest parks — Polar Bear, Algonquin, Quetico, Lake Superior,
Missinaibi, Killarney and Sibley - have a combined area of about 15,076 sq miles. Polar Bear
Park' is the largest in the system, occupying 9,300 sq miles of Hudson Bay Lowland bordering
Hudson and James bays containing boreal forest, tundra and arctic flora and fauna. Algonquin
Park covers 2,910 sq miles, has 14 picnic and camping areas accessible by car and offers particularly fine canoeing opportunities in the interior.
Under the Wilderness Areas Act of 1959, 40 wilderness areas have been established.
They vary in size, character and significance but all were established for their historic, scientific, aesthetic or cultural values. In 1967 a policy of park classification and parkland zoning was
established to achieve a balanced park system and to provide a framework for positive and
effective development and management. Five park classes were established — primitive,
natural environment, wild river, nature reserve and recreation. Comparable zones within
parks were also established — primitive, natural, historic, multiple use and recreation. Some
areas once protected under the Wilderness Areas Act for their scientific values are being
changed in law to be protected as nature reserves under the Provincial Parks Act. There are
now six nature reserves, four of which were previously under the Wilderness Areas Act. All
nature reserves contain natural features and phenomena that are either unique or typical of
the primitive or contemporary landscapes which together form the ecological mosaic of Ontario. By the end of 1973, there were five wild river parks in existence, Mississagi,
Chapleau-Nemegosenda, Lady Evelyn, Mattawa and Winisk.
To meet the rising pressures for recreational space Ontario created the North Georgian
Bay Recreational Reserve which covers 4,500 sq miles of country lying generally between
Algoma and Parry Sound on the north shore of Georgian Bay and includes the channel between Manitoulin Island and the mainland, the 30,000 islands, the route of the voyageurs by
way of French River, the remaining shoreline of Lake Nipissing and the La Cloche Mountains.
The Reserve is not a provincial park nor a Wilderness Area but an area following a normal
course of development which is already used extensively for recreation.
The number of park visitors increases year by year; in 1973 there were over 12 million including 1.6 million campers using over 20,000 campsites. The charge for vehicles is $1.50 a day
or $15 a year, and the camping charge $3.50 a night including vehicle. Picnic tables, fireplaces,
fuelwood, tested drinking water and washrooms are provided at supervised tent and trailer
campgrounds and all parks have trailer sanitation stations. Interpretative and naturalist programs are being expanded continually and such services as museums, outdoor exhibits, conducted trips, illustrated talks and labelled nature trails are available in many parks.
Manitoba. The provincial parks system of Manitoba, administered by the Parks Branch of the
Department of Tourism, Recreation and Cultural Affairs, consists of four major classifications
of outdoor recreation development: provincial parks, which are large parks with a variety of
natural attractions suited to outdoor activities; recreation areas; waysides, which are located on
most highways to enhance travel routes and provide attractive rest spots; and heritage areas,

